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HATONN

TODAY’S WATCH
November 7390
SOLTEQEARTH

WATCH

Commander
Soltec requests that
you ones pay close attention to the
Earth changes and rumblings on
your planet this day. Whether or
not you can find relationships
is
immaterial.
Note the activities in
the Mt. St. Helens volcano along
with the same day activities again at
Mono Lake and the Aleutian Islands. Note the beaching of the sea
animal life (Dolphins)
along the
beaches of Japan and realize that
there is deep activity sending out
confused pulses unto them from
the volcano readying itself to blow
or collapse. The “Ring of Fire” is in
massive preparation
for eruption
and rearrangement
of surface topography. The quake in Iran of this
past 12 hour span, is related to
deep underground
fissure activity
rather than surface rumblings as
perceived by your geologists.
The
surface “EVENT” is coincidentally
projected by Earth ones to give a
lesson regarding the push for a
Holy Jihad just as was the last Iranian “quake”. From “space” however, the pulse monitors from the
Cosmospheres
can easily pick up
the deep activities within the Earth
and pinpoint activities. The actual
activities are more easily monitored
from space than from anything you
have on your placement with which
to monitor. Further, it is easier to
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monitor non-surface “Earth” activity from the depths than to monitor
surface trivia. Massive changes are
under way which cannot be monitored from your placement--just be
aware and pay attention, please.
DEMOCRATS
STILL HOLD
CONGRESSIONAL
MAJORITY
Unfortunately you cannot measure
majority of corruption!
Now turn to world human doings.
Good children, you kept Mr. Bush
from getting a majority in Congress.
It is the only balance you have left
and now we have a bit of time to
convince our brothers
to SAVE
THE CONSTITUTION!
I do not
believe, however,. you will be able
to avert a war in the Middle East
for it is already moving from Executive capabilities without Congressional consent in any manner
what-so-ever.
WAR NOW U.S. ONLY?
Note that the word will be, this day,
to the effect that the joint forces
may NOT actually join the U.S. in
actual war--that the U.S. forces may
have to move ALONE! Mr. Baker
has met at length with Fahd of
Saudi Arabia and plans have been
finalized!
ASSASSINATIONS
ATTEMPTS

AND

Note the assassination
of Rabbi
Meir Kahane and the threats of re\
.
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taliation against the Arabs by the
Israelis as massive madness is being
churned.
Also note the attempted
assassination
of Gorbachev
this
day! Please note further, that the
celebration
of the Russian Revolution has the “dates” changed to
suit the Gregorian calendar. This is
a more important point than you
realize
and
fits in with the
“perceived
‘cycles”’
more
appropriately.
I cannot urge you ones
sufficiently, to pay attention to each
projection as we bring it forth lest
you miss the most important clues
regarding sequence “timing”.
The Russian incident was well
planned to signal intent to war with
or without Russian consent and,
hopefully, to deal with the cosmospheres.
Watch the space shuttle
activities most closely indeed. Note
further
that the secret
aircraft
around Edwards are being flown
these days and you will not’be given
to know what is what or whose they
are! The B-l and 2 will be flown as
distracters, simultaneously,
to pull
attention from the all but invisible
spheres.
Further, watch closely if
you reside within that area--the
cosmospheres
are constantly present and visible a great deal of the
time. Keep your eyes to the heavens and you will see some wondrous things &bounding. We shall
also be present for a different type
of effort is being made to get the
necessary equipment
for war and
annihilation into space by your military aggression teams.

BRITISH

POWER

Pay attention to the British Parliament which would have opened this
day in your annual counting.
Margaret Thatcher’s government
is in
deep yogurt as they continue to
push unrelenting into Middle Eastern war. Note further the pomp
and circumstance
of the “Royal
Queen” draped in crowns, furs and
gems and totally lacking in any
power in government what-so-ever.
That does not mean that the Queen
lacks power in an even more important
arena--SHE
IS
THE
WEALTHIEST
WOMAN IN THE
WORLD
TODAY--SHE
OWNS
MASSIVE AMOUNTS OF BUSINESS IN THE UNITED STATES,
AS A FOR INSTANCE!
THE
BANKS AND BANKERS
ARE
MORE POWERFUL THAN ANY
OF THE SO-CALLED GOVERNMENTS!
ISRAELI

WATCH

Do not take your eyes from
Jerusalem and/or what the Israelis
and Palestinians are doing--neither
miss the ongoing
and constant
bombing flights of the Israelis into
Lebanon. World attention is being
distracted
from
the
ongoing
PLANS while you attend all manner of little brush fires, allowing the
forest to be lost to the fire.
WATCH YOUR VITAMIN
CUPBOARD!
AND REMEMBER

CHINA

I suggest you ones who intend to
continue to obtain vitamins for your
general food supplementation--pay
attention to what is coming down in
little noted legislation and stock up
NOW! You are moving into a period of legal controls!
DO NOT TAKE YOUR EYES
OFF CHINA!
Note, further, the
comments coming forth from China
regarding your so-called democratic
elections--you see, the entire world
knows the farce and your lack of

voting participation
indicates that
the majority of the citizens of the
U.S. likewise are coming into truth
and understanding.
More progress
is being made than is evident on the
surface-don’t
cease in your work,
chelas, lest we become complacent.
You MUST hold the Constitution
and it will not be easy for laws were
passed as Congress went into recess
which shall impact you magnificently in a most heinous manner-i.e., awaiting signature of Bush is a
law requiring a registered
nutritionist to approve “vitamins” for
general use. The loopholes of your
own physical well-being must be
carefully attended
for the good
health of the nation is under attack.
You are a people who live on junk
and once your ability for supplementation is removed, you will fall
into a nation in terrible sickness,
unable to defend self against that
which will be introduced into your
masses. It is all a part of the PLAN
and you must not miss of it. Remember that the Plan 2000 only has
less than a decade to be totally operational and YOU under total control! Nine years is but the blink of
an eye, even in your counting.
So
be it.
KAHANE
Since most of you in the reading
public will not even recognize the
name Meir Kahane, I feel it necessary to enlighten you as to his identity and why he held importance.
I will only cover a brief segment for
I intend not to write an entire document on this person at this time.
Further, to write of his importance,
I must speak of others and shall do
so; I ask that you pick up the players as we move along in the interest
of saving scribing time.
We begin when, in Jan., 1976, Roy
Godson and Tom Kahn, both then
officials of the AFL-CIO, paid a
visit to the “Bureau’s” headquarters
in Washington, D.C. to deliver their
about
spiel
the
“dangerous”,
“potential
terrorist”
and “Soviet
2
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agent” Lyndon
LaRouche--(does
anyone even remember such a person as LaRouche?
Well, he sits in
prison for daring to run against the
political Democrats
and Republicans--but mainly against the Zionists and bringing the Americans
TRUTH
regarding your jeopardy
The Godson-Kahn
therefrom!).
voluntary information was long on
lies and devoid of a single bit of
fact, as even your own FBI special
agents writing the notes at the
briefing
session admitted
under
oath.
This is not about LaRouche but we
cannot write of these other persons
without speaking of this man.
In fact, beyond reporting
widely
publicized information that Lyndon
LaRouche had at the time recently
traveled to Baghdad, Iraq, to discuss his proposals for a Middle East
Peace
and
Development
Plan
(which LaRouche also discussed at
length with senior
Israeli government officials, including Abba
Eban), the only “fact” that Godson
and Kahn offered up was that they
had deployed two infiltrators into
the periphery of the National Caucus of Labor Committees (NCLC)
in New York City. One of those
would-be infiltrators was one Dennis King, who would surface in 1979
as the Anti-Defamation?
League’s
leading paid poison pen against any
who would speak out regarding the
Zionists infiltration and take-over
of your government.
The goal of the Godson-Kahn walkin was to bolster demands already
put before the Bureau by Britishtrained
MOSSAD
officer
Uri
Ra’anan,
namely, that the U.S.
Government
shut down the above
noted political movement--at
any
cost! Godson’s pilgrimage on behalf of Israeli spy master Ra’anan
was not the first experience
the
Georgetown labor history professor
had fronting for Mossad interests.

GODSON

AND THE
SCHEME

“54”

In 1%7 Godson and Robert Brown
had served as the university chapter
presidents of a short-lived
outfit
called the July Fourth Movement.
54 was set up by Rabbi Meir Kab
and Joseph Churba as a prowar countergang to the Students for
a Democratic Society. Kahane and
Churba had pitched the idea of a
pro-Vietnam War student front to
Jay Lovestone and Irving Brown,
the former leading American communists
who
had
sided
with
Bukharin
against Stalin in the
power struggle after Lenin’s death,
and had fallen from grace in
Moscow--only to take refuge in the
American
Labor movement
and
later in the m!
Lovestone
and Brown funnelled
AFL seed money into the project,
fully aware
that
Kahane
and
Churba
were
already
on the
Mossad payroll.
To secure their
interests,
they
had
installed
Brown’s son Robert and Roy Godson, son of Joseph, another ex-Red
turned labor bureaucrat, and ersatz
CIA agent, as the student leaders,
and the only other members of the
54.
Although the July Fourth scheme
flopped, it would serve as the basis,
later,
for the Jewish
Defense
League
countergang
and
the
CAUSA front for the Unification
Church.
Roy Godson was only a graduate
student at Columbia University, but
he had already been steered into
the orbit of dirty intelligence games
by the time he put his name to an
ad in the New York Herald Tribune
seeking members for the 54 in the
autumn of 1967. Oh yes, it is as blatant as this!
Godson, Jr. really
never contemplated
the ultimate
source of control over his activities
henceforth;
whether
it be KGB
headquarters in Moscow; Mossad’s
offices in Tel Aviv; some dirty crawl
space at the CIA in Langley; or MI-

6 in London.
And you thought
Zionists and lovely Jewish sons of
David were one and the same, (sic,
sic, chelas). It was simply because
he was his father’s son that the
mediocre academic failure was a
player in the wilderness of mirrors
and intrigue.
-DAD
Joseph Godson, a German-Polish
emigre to the U.S., became an early
associate of Jay Lovestone,
the
founder of the Communist Party
USA, who was ostensibly purged
from the party with the Bukharinite
faction in 1929, but allegedly rea
Soviet
Comintern
mained
(Communist International) agent in
socialist clothing until at least year
1938.
Joe Godson
and other
Lovestoneites founded a series of front
groups including one called the International Rescue Committee and
the Jewish Labor Committee as organs of what came to be known as
the Trust, the most sophisticated
overseas Soviet intelligence apparatus, which operated in league with
prominent American and British financier networks seeking collaboration with the Soviet regime. The
leading banking houses of Morgan
and Mellon put significant funds
into those Trust projects, including
the Lovestoneite efforts.
Beginning in 1950, as an outgrowth
of the Lovestone-Irving
Brown
penetration of the U.S. intelligence
community, which began during the
Second World War with their active
involvement in the CIA’s forerunner of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), Joe Godson went to
work for the U.S. State Department
as a labor attache at a number of
key foreign embassies,
including
Ottawa
(1950-55)
and London
(1956-59).
After serving as the
counsul general in Zagreb, Yugoslavia, in the early 1960’s and as a
senior labor adviser to the state
Department’s Bureau of European
Affairs, Godson ended his govern.
i
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ment career as the consul general
in Edinburgh, Scotland.
On retirement,
Joe Godson remained in London, founding an
outpost of Georgetown’s Center for
Strategic and International
Studies
(CSIS) and creating a Lovestone international front called the Labour
Committee
for Transatlantic
Understanding (LCTAU).
MOSSAD

TIE-IN

Joe Godson’s second wife, Ruth,
was an Israeli intelligence official of
great standing, serving as the personal secretary to the Israeli ambassador in London.
Her Mossad
ties were a big negative for stepson
Roy, who flunked
his security
clearances for a post as CIA congressional liaison during the early
Reagan days, before the CIA and
MOSSAD
virtually
became
the
same entity. Although he was eventually cleared to assume a string of
posts with the NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL and the PRESIINDENTS
FOREIGN
ADVISORY
TELLIGENCE
BOARD, the aura of suspicion still
surrounded Godson, Jr. and served
to track him into a very specific and
very nasty corner
of the international intelligence community.
Perhaps one of the earliest indications that Roy was on a career track
defined by dad’s own career was his
first “grown-up” job, following the
July Fourth Movement adventure,
as staff functionary for the Mellon
family’s Pittsburgh apparatus.
In
1967, Godson left Columbia for a
teaching post at Carnegie-Mellon
University and a second job as program director for Pittsburgh World
Affairs Council, a local Mellon
family outpost of the New York
Council on Foreign Relations and
the London Royal Institute of International Affairs.
AND WHAT OF URI
RA’ANAN
Godson’s

“rabbi” during this wean-

ing
period
was
R.
Daniel
McMichael, an aide de camp to
Richard Mellon Scaife and a member of the board of directors of the
Security Studies Program at the
Fletcher School in Boston, headed
by none other than Mossad officer
Uri Ra’anan.
Under McMichael’s direction and
Mellon Scaife financial largesse,
Godson, Jr. was sent around the
world doing an oral history of the
Lovestoneite
movement and gathering “credentials” as a “labor studies” expert. On or about the 15th of
Jan. 1976, Godson was plopped
onto the faculty of Georgetown
University as a labor historian and
installed as head of a little-known
AFLCIO
“youth”
front
group
called Frontlash.
In 1975, he had
become a member of the original
BRITISH
FABIAN
SOCIETY
front in America, THE LEAGUE
FOR
INDUSTRIAL
DEMOCRACY
(LID)--also
known
as
CHATHAM HOUSE.
And to add
the MOSSAD’S stamp of approval
to Godson’s future mischief, he was
simultaneously
made a director of
the
AMERICAN
CULTURAL
EXCHANGE INSTITUTION.
Kahane was one of the most outspoken racists of your time and
worked his evil rabble-rousing
in
anti-Arab rallies all over the nation
and his Jewish Defense League has
made, and still makes death-threats
against ones who speak out in any
manner against Israel or Zionist actions in any format, including this
scribe!
Now, most importantly-Kahane
may be gone but not forgotten--this
is a MAJOR INCIDENT (his murder) AND YOU HAVE
NOT
HEARD THE LAST OF THIS.
PAY ATTENTION--ALL
THE
OTHER PLAYERS ARE STILL
AT WORK!
ACTUALLY,
KAHANE WAS AN EXPENDABLE
AND
WAS
THUSLY
EXPENDED!
Hold your breath for
the next episode for I have just
given you names to watch.

KISSINGER
Well, you keep wanting to know the
connection
with the Middle East
war situation and Henry Kissinger?
It is his plan! He laid the plans and
orchestrated them in 1975.
The U.S., which has already persuaded the Saudis to increase production by 2 million barrels of oil a
day, could order or persuade them
to handle production any way chosen by that same U.S. and Baker
(yesterday?).
The Saudi-Emirates
production could be raised to 20
million barrels a day within three or
four years through
an already
planned program.
You see, you
could then write off permanently-or at least for a generation--Iraq,
Kuwait, and for good measure,
Iran. So you can see the merit for
Israel for making an “incident” of “a
little bombing” of Saudi oil fields
and a big “incident” of a nuclear
shut-down of the Iraq, Kuwait and
Iranian fields (for that same generation).
The oil price would be kept fairly
low, ensuring the support of the
world’s consumers--say, Japan and
unsuspecting
AmeriYOU nice
cans...or the price could be set
somewhat higher, say, about $20 a
barrel.
Cost of production would
be no more than $2 per barrel. The
U.S. could take a management fee
of say, about $10 per barrel...at 20
million barrels a day, your $10
management fee could reduce the
federal deficit by some $70 billion a
year after payment of the occupation costs.
Sucking dry Saudi oil fields to bail
out the U.S. economy is not a new
idea, chelas. In 1975, the “enemy”
was the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting
Countries
(OPEC).
Kissinger manipulated the increase
in oil prices at that time by secretly
urging the Shah of Iran to steadily
boost prices, even though it was official U.S. policy to “restrain” them.
Today, it is Saddam Hussein against
whom President Bush is willing to
.
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sacrifice 300,000 American soldiers
to “preserve our way of life”. There
can be no less than a death sentence against at least a minimum of
about 30,000 soldiers--more
than
50% of the number that died in
your Vietnam sham. This is the figure for “acceptable losses”, with “no
problem”, should the U.S. engage
Iraqi forces in combat. It will be far
higher!

COMMENTARY MAGAZINE
OBSERVATION
The opening public salvo in the debate regarding intervention by war
appeared in the March, 1975, edition of Commentary magazine, in an
article entitled “Oil, the issue of
American intervention”,
by Robert
W. Tucker, then a professor of international relations at Johns Hopkins University:
“Those who insist that armed
intervention
be ruled out so
long as we are confronted only
with a distinct possibility of
disaster are perfectly at liberty
to do so. But candor does at
least require them to concede
that this is what they mean
when they say that intervention
is unnecessary.
For there is a
general consensus,
which includes most of the ‘optimists’,
that if the presenj situation
goes unaltered,
a disaster resembling the 1930’s is indeed a
distinct possibility...This
being
so, it is irrelevant, though true,
to be reminded that the current
economic
maliaise--above
all,
the global inflation--had its origins in conditions largely unrelated to the price of oil today
and would persist even if this
price were drastically lowered.
A generally sick man who also
happens to be hemorrhaging
will not be saved from bleeding
to death by being reminded of
the other
and more deeply
rooted causes of his ill health.”
Now try this complementation
of
This was also in
Tucker’s piece.

1975, March,
Harper’s entitled
“Seizing Arab Oil”, written under
the pseudonym of Miles Ignotus
(Latin for the “Unknown Soldier”).
The author outlined the necessary
military components of an invasion,
starting with the deployment of the
82nd Airborne. The author was actually Edwark Luttwak, a pro-Israeli Anglo-American
mouthpiece
housed at the Washington, DC.,
Center for Strategic and International Studies.

have the misinformation
“leaks” at
work: ”...Oct. 20 is the likely date
for a U.S. military strike on Iraq.”
The truth is being printed daily in
“...President
Bush gave
Europe:
Congressional
leaders
the clear
sense that the administration
was
‘looking more favorably on an
EARLY WAR OPTION’.
There
are several things pushing to an
early war, certainly before the first
of the year, and most probably no
later than MID-NOVEMBER!”

“Virtually every industrialized
oil importer is in ~66+r%%&sion, with its threat of social
instability and, in turn, political
disarray”, was the assessment of
the author.
Therefore,
“the
only
feasible
countervailing
power to OPEC’s control of oil
is power itself--military power...
This, then, is the scenario: an
Arab embargo or supply cut, an
atmosphere
of crisis,
most
probably in the aftermath of a
short but bloody war” between
Israeli
and
selected
Arab
forces.

Hknrv Kissinsr
has been
going with the same war seena& in a
series of articles. In the Washington
Post on Oct. I. he warned of the
“dan~r’ that the Ituais would actuullv withdmw from Kuwait.
He,
too. Dosed an October-November
deadline, bv which the U.S. should be
pmrxz.md to zo to war-on its own, with
onlv British suuport, if necessary.

“The first question is where?
The goal is not just to seize
some oil, say in accessible Nigeria or Venezuela, but to break
OPEC.
Thus force must be
used selectively to occupy large
and concentrated
oil reserves...
Faced with armed consumers
occupying vast oil fields the
price down to 50 cents per barrel, most of the producers
would see virtue in agreeing to
a price four or five times as
high, but still six times lower
than present prices. This being
the ultimate goal, there is only
one feasible
target:
in or
around Saudi Arabia.”

AHO! AND SAALOME
tonn to clear, please.

Ha-

Well, I assure you that I weary of
the prattlings and tattlings and you
among the group who continue in
your information divulging shall be
soon caught up in the confrontation.
Ones within your own group set up
yesterday’s incident.
Dharma was
left alone when that human enterprise of others could be handled
when workers could have been
most reasonably
obtained---YOU
CANNOT REPLACE
DHARMA
AND AT THIS POINT SHE IS
THE ONLY ONE AT RISK! NOT
EVEN OBERLI IS VERY MUCH
AT RISK AND NONE OTHERS.
WHY ARE NOT OTHERS
IN
THE GROUP AT RISK?
BECAUSE
THE
INTERPRETATIONS OF ACTIONS AS STUDIED BY YOUR “ENEMIES” HAS
LED
THEM
TO
BELIEVE,
RIGHTFULLY
SO, THAT YOU
ARE
NOT
A THREAT
TO
THEM
NOR THEIR
CAUSE.
YOU

CENTHAT
THERE
IS LITTLE DANGER
UNTO SATAN FOR YOU CONTINUE TO DO OF HIS WORK.

ll/tWOo, HATONN

TERED

TODAYS
WATCH
November 8.1990

KISSINGER
HAS “GONE
PUBLIC”

Hatonn present in Light and Service unto God. HE has said that
HE shall stand afore thee, beside
thee and behind thee--what more
might ye ask? The way becomes
hard and contradictions come upon
you of the physical and ye desire
compromise with “just a little bit of
evil” that you may remain popular
and shall not lose of thine friends?
What is a friend who would desert
thee for speaking truth? How little
faith ye have in HE who would walk
with thee in truth. Play games with
thine plight if ye choose but spare
me and the brothers of the Command from thine silly whinings.
Have ye ones not done enough in
the perpetuation of the lies?

Surprise:
London
and German
newspapers are citing “high-ranking” political sources in Washington
who say the Gulf crisis will be
“ended by December”.
Here you

Ye run about like clucking chicks
and have dramatic swoons in seeking of your direction--still seeking it
from another lest ye have to face
thine own errors in discernment.
5
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TELL
“~(y’!

ARE

STILL

ON

YOU

SO

SELVES

WHO?

YE KNOW

The ones sent yesterday
to this
place were sent to enter and work
on the computer from physical location and to place pulse beam base
to impact Dharma--this
must be
done physically and not remotely as
electronic
changes can be made
remotely.
‘Tis far easier, however,
to simply encounter the target and
get the job done instantly and
cleanly without trace of electronic
components
left about to tattle.
You are dealing with very professional “hit squads”, dear ones, and
you act as if I ruin of your brunch.
There will cease to be reason to
quarrel over t’he Book Store, Distribution Company and/or positions
and attitudes if we cease to write.
The word of truth shall go forth regardless and it shall go forth untampered with compromise or that
which “you WANT to hear regard-

ing the laws of God and/or The
Creation”.
It is not the time of
YOUR perceptions--it
is the TIME
OF GOD SETTING
THE LIES
TO
TRUTH!
MAN
HAS
PROVEN
THAT
WHICH
HE
CAN DO AND DESTROY
IN
“HIS PERCEPTION AND VOTING
ON THE TRUTH?’ IF A THING OR
ACTION BE AGAINST THE LAWS
OF GOD AND THE COMMdNDiUENTS, ALL UAMVER OF ELECTIONS Ah!D VOTING BY MAJORITY RULE Wi?LL NOT M4KE IT
CORRECT IN ONE IOTA.
The
truth is being put to print--God
does not ask that you carry on an
Inquisition nor a Crusade. He asks
you not to interpret His truth-simply present the Journals--that
is
YOUR job, the writing is OURS!
If one or another subject gives you
indigestion--leave
it be in your
projected interpretations
unto thine
fellow-man
for your speculation
will only pull the man from the
lighted path if it is other than the
truth of the laws.
GOD ASKS YOU NOT TO DIE
FOR
HIS
TRUTH--HE
DEMANDS THAT YOU EXAMPLE
HIS TRUTH, LIVE HIS TRUTH
AND
THE
LIGHT
SHALL
SHINE AS IF BY MAGIC.
DO
yoU LIVE THE EXAMPLE
OF
GOD-NESS?
IF NOT, THEN
YOU DISCREDIT
THE WORD
IF YE BE RESPONSIBLE
FOR
THE PRESENTING
OF IT! DO
NOT PICK UPON ONE WHO
ERRS--LOOK
AT SELF
AND
SEE IF yocI ARE THE LIGHTED
EXAMPLE! !!
Do you practice
only the “laws” which are compatible with that which you accept as
desirable and excuse yourself from
practicing the ones which annoy
you? I certainly judge not for that
is YOUR choice and ye shall handle that with God at confrontation
of self. I care not except that you
have presented
a great disaster
upon your placement
for your
rewriting of the laws of balance and
truth.
Ye have 7 billion people
overcrowding your planet and now
commit murder from the womb

forth and still you increase the load
to experience your lust and greed.
The nervous system of function is
formed first in a creating child-do
you think it pains not to have an
arm pulled off its little body without
anesthesia or the eye put out by a
curettage
instrument?
Do the
physicians not see the blood as it
spills from the tiny form? Is this a
proper remedy for your lack of responsibility in forming that child? I
think not!
I cannot require a publisher nor a
distributor cease other publications
if it be their business venture-for
that is their choice--that is their decision to make. I can ask that the
publications be in separation from
the Journals, no more and no less.
I do not “like” UFO books which
espouse total lies to be the center
of the distribution unit but that is
the discernment of the distributor
and if one of human intent desires
to base the work on non-truth, it is
only my right to utilize another
route of distribution.
I choose to
not do such a thing for in all books
lie some truth and can be utilized
for those truths--but if the reasons
for continuing the charade of veiled
lie projection
is in the name of
“money” and “resources” it is indeed
incorrect for ones have been chosen with assets large enough to
carry the burden temporarily without sacrificing or compromising.
Ye ones tout your worthiness and
willingness and yet demand instant
physical and conscious gratification
of all worldly manner and then
wonder why your distribution
is
slow in mass growth. So be it for
first God allows and awaits choices
and decisions to be made and first
comes the giving in truth and willingness unto God and then HIS
ABUNDANCE
FLOWS AGAIN
UNTO THE RECEIVER
IN UNLIMITED
QUANTITY.
To assume the books of lies will support
the books of truth is deceiving in its
worst form and proves the lack of
trust in God as the focus of being.
It is simply not even good business
I
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in any sense of the construing.
A
VERY STRANGE THING HAPPENS IN THE SCENARIO--AS
YOU MOVE WITH GOD THE
SPONTAABUNDANCE
IS
NEOUS
WITHOUT
NEEDING
OF THE ASKING.
HE WHO
GLEANS AND SUCKS WITHIN
FOR GREED OR “SECURITY”
WILL BE THE FIRST TO LOSE
OF IT, FOR THAT WHICH MAN
FEARS SHALL
COME UPON
HIM! IT IS THE COSMIC LAW
CYCLES
AND
ACOF
TION/REACTION.
THE SUBCONSCIOUS MIND KNOWS NO
TRUTH OR LIE--IT BELIEVES
ANYTHING
YOU PROGRAM
“IN”: NOT ONE IOTA MORE OR
LESS.
It is the “higher consciousness” or
the “soul oneness with God” which
is one with God and knows ALL
and comes again into immortality
and infinite experience within the
of
life--IF
YOU
dimensions
DWELL
ON THE
“THINGS”
OF
THE
“ACTIONS”
AND
PHYSICAL
CONSCIOUSNESS
SUB-CONSCIOUS
AS
AND
BY
THAT
PROGRAMMED
CONSCIOUSNESS--YE
SHALL
REMAIN FOREVER
TRAPPED
WITHIN
THE SHACKLES
OF
LIMITATION
AND LOSE OF
THINE
ABUNDANCE
TO
BOOT! PONDER THIS TRUTH
AND SEE IF YOU RISE ABOVE
THE TRAPS LAID FOR YOU.
SO BE IT FOR THE TIME
GROWS
SHORT
IN YOUR
FOR
THE
PREDICAMENT
CHOOSING.
Do not ask God to “bless” thine activities unless they are of God in intent. God automatically blesses all
relationships
and activities if they
be according to HIS laws and all
ones know it--be cautious indeed, if
intent is to ‘obtain a “blessing” to
cover thine assets and actions if
they be not of God’s laws. GOD
“ALL0 W”
WILL
ALWAYS
CHOICES
UNTO THE VERY
ENDING--WITH
HIS BLESSING
UPON
YOUR
FREE-WILL

CHOICE (HE WILL NOT SANCTION
AS
“GOOD”
THAT
WHICH IS NOT!). THE BLESSINGS OF ANOTHER “MAN”, BE
IT PHYSICAL
OR
DIMENSIONAL, MEANS ABSOLUTELY
NOTHING
EXCEPT
OPINION!
ITISAWISEMANWHOUSES
WISDOM
IN DISCERNMENT
GIFl-S
REGARDING
THE
GIVEN FORTH.
FURTHER,
MAN SHOULD
LOOK MOST
CLOSELY AT THE GIFTS PERCEIVED TO NOTE THAT OFTEN THE SUPPOSED___~
“GIFI’“JS
TRULY A “BOMB” IN DISGUISE
AND THE PAYMENT FOR THE
GIFT SHALL BE COSTLY INDEED! SO BE IT.
*****
NORIEGA?
Ones are “oohing” and “ahhing”
over the turn of events in the Noriega situation.
Why? I have told
you that it is all planned and structured. The “tape” of conversations
with counsel as taken from government wiretaps is all part of the
plan to meet obligations unto Noriega. The agreement was that he
would be incarcerated for no longer
than a calendar year and lose no assets if he would play the game laid
forth over a year ago with your government and that of Israel.
A tape sent forth to an international network, in this case CNN, is
NEVER ACCIDENTAL!
This is
the ONE thing that can cause the
judge to be able to throw the case
in all ramifications out of court, release the man and all live “happily”
for-ever after!
In the first place,
the “capture”
of Noriega
was
planned, set-up and covered up.
Secondly, it is not the “original”
Noriega.
Thirdly, the “invasion”
had to be structured to cover the
fact that your own government
DEALS
IN
DRUGS
AND
MONEY LAUNDERING,
AND
CONTROL
HAD TO BE GARNERED.

WHY DO YOU THINK
YOUR
DRUG-BUSTER-LEADER,
BENNETT, IS LEAVING HIS POST?
COULD ZT BE TI-LQT HE WANTS
OUT FOR THERE IS NO DRUG
m?
THE GOVERNMENT IS IN
CHARGE OF THE DRUG OPERATIONS AND THE EMPIRE HAS
BECOME SO EVlL THAT EVEN
SATAN
GETS
INDIGESTION?
PONDER IT!
These things above were set to happen
AFTER THE ELECTION, dear ones+vZwe is your attenth?
COUNTDOWN
TO WAR
WELL UNDERWAY
You still wish to tinker with Hatonn’s status? I suggest you listen
to what is going on in truth about
you. Your government
is sending
over 30,000 more troops into Saudi
Arabia--you are going to soon have
over half a million of YOUR people over there. Britain has around
6,000. Now, just who do you think
is gomg to hwe the most men
killed? It is time you started listening to the Iraqi officials for just
about EVERYTHING
you have
been told about the situation is lies,
from chemical warfare by the Iraqis
to almost ALL mistreatment
of
others by Iraq.
l

The U.S. is furious over developments with other world leaders in
conjunction with Saddam because
the rest of the world wants peaceful
settlement--only
the
U.S.,
Thatcher’s Britain and Israel plan
war! Note that ones invited into
Iraq are not of the current government in any instance, except
Mitterand.
BECAUSE
THE
CURRENT
GOVERNMENTS
ARE CONTROLLED
BY THE
ELITE
CARTEL
AND
THE
ZIONISTS AND WAR IS GOING
TO HAPPEN!
ANY AND ALL CONGRESSMEN,
ETC., FROM
THE U.S. HAVE
BEEN INVTTED TO COME TO
IRAQ AND SEE FOR SELI/ES THE
CIRCUMSTANCES AND SEE THE
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TRUTH. THE ADMINISTRATION
IS FURIOUS AND HAS ALL BUT
STATED TmT
THE STATE DEPARTMENT
WZLL NOT ALLOW
SUCH TRAVEL.
WHAT ABOUT
YOUR EMBASSY
IN KUWAIT?
WHAT ABOUT IT? THE PEOPLE
IN THE EMBASSY WERE ASKED,
THEN TOLD TO LEAVE
THE
COUNTRY. YOUR GOmZ&VMENT
CAN CLOSE IT THIS DAY AND
THE PEOPLE WZTHIN WILL BE
GENTLY
AND LOVZNGLY
ESCORTED SAFELY
TO DEPARTURE FACILITIES.
THE PLAY
IS TO MAKE IRAQ LOOK EVIL
THESE
“STARVING”
FOR
POOR OVERWEIGHT
AMERICAN
CITIZENS
AND/OR
CAUSE IRAQ TO CLOSE THE
EMBASSY,
WHICH
AS YOU
WILL
BE
CAN
DEDUCT,
CALLED
“NAKED
AGGRESSION”
BY THE
U.S.
AND
THERE WILL BE AN IMMEDIATE INVASION.
THE IRAQI
AMBASSADOR
WENT
ON
PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL
T.V.
WITH “LARRY KING LIVE”-LAST EVENING,
AND SPOKE
TRUTH FROM BEGINNING TO
ENDING--WHAT
MORE
DO
YOU ONES WANT?
LET ME
TELL YOU--YOU WANT WAR.’
You also THINK you want cheap
gasoline--forget
it! You have no
prayer of getting anything more
than the elite conspirators will allow you to have--just exactly as they
desire to set it up and you are fools
to the bait!
Oh yes, you will most probably have
that war--very, very soon indeed-BECAUSE
YOU
HAVE
TO
HAVE THE WAR SOON WHILE
THERE
IS ANY EXCUSE EXISTING WHAT-SO-EVER.
FURTHER, IT WILL BE A U.S. WAR
OF AGGRESSION
FOR YOU
NO LONGEk
HAVE WORLD
SUPPORT
EXCEPT
FROM
THATCHER
(NOT THE BRITISH) AND ISRAEL.
IN FACT,
THE ADMINISTRATION
AND
THE CARTEL ARE PETRIFIED
THAT THE “CAUSE” FOR WAR

WILL
EVAPORATE
AND
LEAVE NO PUBLIC “REASON”
FOR ATTACK
I CAN TELL
YOU NOW, THAT IT IS NOT
PLANNED
TO ALLOW THAT
TO MAKE
A DIFFERENCE
AND
INCIDENTS
ARE
PLANNED
TO BE HEINOUS
INDEED,
AND
SET UP TO
APPEAR
AS IF THEY
ARE
INSTIGATED BY IRAQ. MARK
THESE WORDS CAREFULLY-IT IS IN COUNTDOWN--RIGHT
NOW!
THE ONLY ONES IN
ANY NATION BEING QUOTED
AND STANDING
WITH THE
“ATTACK
MODE”
ARE THE
VERY ONES WHO BENEFIT
THROUGH
POWER
AND FINANCIALLY FROM THE WAR-THE
PEOPLE
OF
THE
WORLD’S
NATIONS
ONLY
WANT
PEACE
BUT
THE
PEOPLE
CAN NO LONGER
HAVE
A VOICE--YOU
ARE
ONLY EXPENDABLE
PAWNS
IN THE
CARTELS
GAMES.
IRAQ HAS NO HOSTAGESBUT THE WHOLE WORLD IS
HOSTAGE TO THE EVIL CONTROLLERS
AND YOU SEE IT
NOT!
LOOK
WHO STANDS
BEFORE THE GUNS AND TANKS-IT IS NOT BUSH OR THATCHER,
CONGRESSMEN
OR BANKERS
SO BE IT AND MAY GOD
GRANT
GRACE
IN YOUR
COMING INTO UNDERSTANDING.
This will not “go away through an
act of God”, my friends. It requires
that mankind come into God-ness
and then, only then, shall it go
away! If your youngsters have any
sense at all, Canada shall get a large
influx of population--immediately!
Dharma, you have had enough load
for now, I must allow you rest. I
know that your heart is heavy and
yet we go on with our work and our
dearly beloved ones go on with the
printing thereof--it is a hard path
indeed, at times. But, oh you are
cherished and honored, and even if
that seems small--it is the gift of the
Universe!
God grants wisdom to

all who ask in His name and in His
It can only be through
service.
truth and actions in wisdom which
shall grant the freedom.
It shall
come to pass, these things set forth,
in this your generation upon planet
Earth--may God have mercy upon
those who refuse to see and hear
for the way shall be dark indeed.
Salu.
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JOURNAL

2. Start a group to save the Constitution using the kit as your guide.
3. Become a distributor
for the
Phoenix Journals.
4. Write to your representatives
and local newspapers.
5. Photocopy the Express and pass
it on.
6. Request that your local bookstore carry the Journals.
7. We are very conscious of your
privacy, therefore if you would like
to network with others in your area,
please write to us giving permission
to have your information released.

THE PHOENIX JOURNAL
EXPRESS, VOL.‘S III & IV

SOME OF THE PHOENIX
JOURNALS:

*******

This is the 2nd !x& format of the
Phoenix Express Newsletters. They
cover every major political event of
our time. There are 11 pages of
including;
indexed
headings
Emptied
U.S.
military
bases,
Countdown to nuclear war I, King
Hussein’s message to George Bush,
Fuel air explosion weapons, The
Zionist Protocols, President Bush
and the New World Order - world
conspiracy
and MUCH, MUCH
MORE.
This book and Vol.‘s I & II are $15,
see ordering
info and shipping
charges below.
PHOENIX COUNCIL FOR
ACTION (PCA)
For those who want to know how
they can help save our Constitution--we now are offering a detailed
kit of information
about
our
overnment and the Constitution to
f elp in preserving our freedoms.
The kit is available to individuals or
groups for $8.00 per kit, or for $20
POST PAID with RAPE OF THE
CONSTITUTION
book included.

Space Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
Hell
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Priva
In a Fishbowl
Cry o7 The Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P.*
*Rape, Ravage, Pillage and Plunder
of the Phoemx
Rape of The Constitution
You Can Slay The Dragon
The Naked Phoenix
Blood And Ashes
The Mossad Connection
The price is $10 per JOURNAL,
10% discount on orders of 4 or
more.
California
residents
add 6.75%
sales tax. Add shipping, UPS $3.25
and $1.00 each additional or U.S.
Mail $2.00 for first title and $1.00
each additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from America West
your Local Distributor.

or

Express is

$20. per
13 issues
back tssues for the peIF POSSIBLE
PLEASE
ORDER
52 ISSUES FOR $75
AND SAVE.
(iil..ding

WHAT CAN I DO?
We are continually asked, “What
can I do, how can I help? Let me
suggest a few options:
1. Start a group focused
specific area of concern.
8
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Send orders
and Payments
to:
America West Distributors,
P.O.
Box 986 Tehachapi, CA. 93581.

on your
For credit card orders Telephone
800 729-4131.
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